
The sun's mother and the father of all sacks

Once there was a farmer who was very rich and very stingy. They say he had so much money that
there weren't enough numbers to count it and that he owned so much land that it couldn't fit on any
map. They also say that he was so miserly and stingy that he always breathed the same air seven
times so as not to waste it.

Maybe they were exaggerating a little bit, but one thing was true -  he treated his workers very
badly and exploited them to the limit.  Whenever he hired someone to harvest or plow his land, it
was with one terrible condition: that as long as that person worked for him, neither of them - that
is, neither the boss nor the worker - could ever get angry because the first one to get angry would
be skinned alive. And that's how a very curious story with a very strange name starts out: "The
Sun's Mother and the Father of all Sacks"

After his workers had been on the job for some days, the miserly boss would begin to play all sorts
of dirty tricks on them. Knowing that they couldn't get angry, the poor farmhands would put up
with that treatment as best they could, but sooner or later they realized that the moment would
come when they couldn't stand it any longer. They knew they would explode in anger and that it
would cost them their lives. So, of course, they would choose to leave the job even if it meant
walking away without earning a single cent. That was how the boss got away with never having to
pay anything, even though some of the work had been done for him.

But then one day, at the beginning of harvest season, the boss hired a farmhand named Quimarro
and imposed the same condition as always, that he could never get angry or he would die. He also
told his new worker that if he worked from sunrise to sunset, when he finished the job he'd pay
him five gold coins and a sack of wheat.

After a week of working from sunrise to sunset, the boss began playing the same dirty tricks on
him that he played on all of his workers. But to the boss' surprise, Quimarro cleverly found his
way around them without ever getting angry.  One day, for example, at lunchtime the boss forbade
him to drink wine from the mouth of the jug. So, instead of complaining and protesting, Quimarro
made another hole at the bottom of the jug and calmly drank as much wine as he wanted.

And so the days and weeks went by.  But one evening the farmer went a bit too far. When it got
dark and the moon came out, Quimarro finished up his day's work, as always.  But then the boss
turned up and told him that he absolutely couldn't stop working because the deal was that he had
to work from sunrise to sunset, and that thing in the sky that looked like the moon wasn't really the
moon - it was the sun's mother.  So he had to keep at it because he had to work in the light given
off by both son and mother.

Quimarro bit his tongue, but he didn't get angry or protest in spite of the great injustice. From that
day on, he worked from sunrise to sunset and from the time the moon appeared in the sky to the
time it disappeared.
When the harvest was finished the boss paid him the agreed upon five gold coins and, since it was
getting late, he told the farmhand to come back the next day with a sack and he would fill it with
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wheat.

"All right", said the boy.

And do you know what he did then? He used the money he had just earned and bought seven
dozen sacks which he spent the night unstitching. Then he sewed them all together to make one
sack big enough to hold an entire house.

In the morning when it was light out, Quimarro showed up at the farmer's house and reminded him
that the boss had forced him to work under the hot sun and in the light of the moon because he had
said that the moon was the sun's mother. He also reminded him that he had accepted that without
getting angry and that he had worked day and night.

"So now", Quimarro said to the man, "just as we agreed, you must fill this sack which
I have brought and which is the father of all sacks and you have to do it without
getting angry. Otherwise...you know what will happen to you."

So the boss, without getting angry, had to fill that giant sack, that immense sack, that father of all
sacks, with wheat. That's how that rich and stingy boss lost almost everything he had - because of
his own greediness and because he came across a farmhand who was much smarter than he was.
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